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Helped us can get on a constant schedule for eating and . Browse, read this book if you're a
desperate parent..! There are passages that I am fairly certain were pulled straight from the first
book. Not sure if its just my baby's temperament, but while other babies her age were fighting
Leap 4 and 5 and the accompanying 4 month sleep regression, my baby was still consistently
sleeping 12 hours most nights!. I could see that it could not be for each parent and baby,
especially if your baby is fighting temperament issues. Timeless, proactive parenting. "Start as
you mean to go on." Practical wisdom on avoiding bad habits and instilling good types from the
beginning, instead of needing to retrain later. I love that this reserve encourages parents to visit
a child's large capability to understand and develop, which can be so often underestimated.My
child has responded so very well to the suggested modes of correction, and he's only 7 weeks
old! Therefore thankful for the text messages in this book. A Must-Have for NEW Parents! This is
an important book for New and expecting parents! We used the Ezzo's methods when our two
boys were born (who are now 19 & 17), and also have received compliments since from family,
friends, and even strangers about how exactly well adjusted they're. The key is to begin training
your kids the right way from day one .. Great guide For those who need a routine in their lives to
find happiness again, that is an excellent book (group of books). also to be consistent. Just
explaining why a plan is so important. Follow exactly what it says. You can be glad you did!
Recommend these books to everyone I understand!! The first book was extremely helpful with
sleep training. I loved book #1 1 and needed slightly more Direction in my baby's schedule from
then on book and this delivered. I recommend the publication to everyone I know!So when We
was moving to solids at 5 months I definitely wanted this book for guidance! Meh . Overall this
publication is less meaty than the first Baby Smart book.. It has been an excellent continuation
and very beneficial to learn about progression of solids and schedules Arrived as promised A
baby gift to anyone who is expecting Five Stars book in excellent condition Audible better Great
book but would have been good with audible, haven't had to refer back again to it more often
than once just like the original book Five Stars It's good publication. Ezzo provides suggestions
for maintaining your baby's time structured and encouraging healthful development and FUN. I
enjoy his tone. If you’ve recently been sleep training but didn’t use the 1st reserve this will still
be extremely helpful! I really like the simple approach and tips... I am a devoted enthusiast of
the first Baby Wise book, but the second was a disappointed. The chapters are not extremely
well organized and may be very confusing at times. Read this when baby was about 4 months
aged and since, no lie, she has been sleeping from 8pm to 8am every evening. While there is the
right information there about presenting solids, there is a lot that results in extremely muddled.
And it helped therefore much!!! My daughter wants it. At six and a half months he sleeps 12
hours during the night and can fall asleep on his own if he does happen to wake up.. my friend
told me about this book therefore I bought it. Get it!!! Read this reserve. And the scheduale
samples are perfect! You fill in the times, so it is totally on the timed that work best for you!.! This
book helped me so very much!! Helped us can get on a consistent schedule for consuming and
sleeping, just in time for daycare! This has been a great continuation and very beneficial to find
out about progression of ... Totally loved Baby Wise 1. Still good for an initial time mom I'm not
really loving this just as much as the first Baby Smart book, but it is still filled up with great
reminders and action items for me as an initial time mom.! I loved book #1 1 and needed slightly
more ..! I experienced my infant sleeping through the night by 6 weeks! NOW I AM more
confident in schedule in My Baby's Day. I couldn’t find a book, or a timetable that worked for us.
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